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SUMMARY
Introduction Merkel cell carcinoma (MCC) is a rare eyelid neoplasm which can cause significant diagnostic and especially therapeutic challenges.
Case Outline This is the first documented report of the case of primary MCC of the eyelid in Serbia.
Conclusion The optimal therapy must be individualized in any given patient and, early diagnosis and
meticulous follow-up are mandatory to achieve a long-term cure.
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INTRODUCTION
Merkel cell carcinoma (MCC) is a rare eyelid
primary neoplasm. It is predominantly found
among elderly Caucasian adults aged 47 to 95
years, with female patients twice as predominant. The known or probable risk factors include sun exposure, immune suppression and
viral infection. As one of the most aggressive/
highly malignant cutaneous cancer, eyelid
MCC can cause significant diagnostic (clinical as well as histopathological) and especially
therapeutic challenges [1-30].
CASE REPORT
Clinical history
A 72-year-old woman was referred to the
University Hospital, Clinic of Eye Diseases,
Clinical Centre of Serbia, in 2009. A painless,
progressively enlarging growth on her left
upper eyelid started several months earlier.
The tumor was violaceous, purple-reddish in
color, solid, protuberant, partly nodular, approximately 25×15 mm, involving the temporal
part of the left upper eyelid, with telangiectatic
blood vessels at the surface and some loss of
cilia (Figure 1A). She did not experience any
ocular pain or visual disturbance. Anterior and
posterior segments of both eyes were otherwise
unremarkable with only incipient age-related
changes. Neither the ipsilateral preauricular
nor the ipsilateral submandibular lymph nodes
were enlarged on palpation. The patient was
otherwise healthy according to her age. The
initial clinical impression was a malignant eye-

lid neoplasm. First, an incisional biopsy was
made and it was suggestive of MCC, based on
histologic features (densely packed small hyperchromatic cells with scant cytoplasm) and
immunohistochemical phenotype (CK AE1/
AE3 and CK20 showed a characteristic punctate perinuclear dot-like staining pattern of
reactivity with strong intensity; NSE, synaptophysin, chromogranin A, PGP 9.5 and CD44
were also positive, and CK7, TTF-1, neurofilament, CEA, S100, HMB-45, LCA and vimentin
were negative) (Figure 2).
One week later, under general anesthesia, an
excisional biopsy was performed, when almost
entire upper eyelid was removed and repaired
with subsequent reconstruction. No operative
or postoperative complications were noted.
Also, a systemic work-up – echography of the
abdomen and chest radiography – excluded
distant metastases. No adjuvant prophylactic
irradiation of the tissues between the tumor
and first regional lymphatic nodes was performed. Six years after surgery (Figure 1C), the
patient has been well and without any signs of
local recurrence, regional lymph node involvement or metastatic disease – regular follow-ups
are scheduled in every three to six months.
Ophthalmic pathology findings
Gross examination of the excisional biopsy
specimen showed a well-circumscribed, whitish-yellowish tan mass measuring 21×10–
11×3–5 mm (Figure 1B). On cut surface, the
lesion was whitish and sharply circumscribed.
Very few small hemorrhages were evident
throughout the lesion (Figure 1B inset).
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Figure 1. A. Purple-reddish, solid, protuberant, partly nodular lesion, with telangiectatic blood vessels at the surface and some loss of cilia,
causing mechanical blepharoptosis; ulcerated periphery of the lesion is from previous incisional biopsy. B. Excisional biopsy specimen. On cut
surface, lesion is whitish and sharply circumscribed with just a few small hemorrhages evident throughout (inset). C. Five years after surgery
there are no signs of local recurrence with satisfactory functional and cosmetic appearance.

Figure 2. A. Tumor is confined within the dermis, with a tumor-free subepidermal “grenz” zone (HE, ×100). Densely packed small hyperchromatic
cells with scant cytoplasm, smoothly contoured round to oval pale nuclei with small nucleoli; relatively numerous mitotic figures and apoptotic
bodies are present (HE, ×400) (inset). B. CK20 showing strong punctate perinuclear dot-like expression (×400). C. Synaptophysin showing
strong perinuclear cytoplasmic positivity (×400). D. CD44 showing strong perinuclear cytoplasmic positivity (×400). E. TTF-1 is negative (×400).

Figure 3. A. Transmission electron microscopy showing polygonal tumor cells with indented nuclei and small nucleoli with paranuclear aggregates of intermediate filaments and fibrous bodies and cytoplasmic small clear vesicle (7.1 k). B. TEM showing very few cytoplasmic dense
core granules (8.9 k).
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Light microscopy examination of excisional biopsy
specimen revealed the following (Figure 3): The tumor was
confined within the dermis, with a tumor-free subepidermal “grenz” zone (the so-called band of Unna). Neoplasm
was composed of densely packed small hyperchromatic
cells with sparse cytoplasm, smoothly contoured round to
oval pale nuclei, finely dispersed/granular (“salt and pepper”) chromatin pattern and small nucleoli. The tumor
grew in an intermediate cell type pattern, consisting of
solid nests with trabeculae at the periphery and of diffusely
infiltrative lymphoma-like appearance. Mitotic activity
was brisk/abundant, 4 to 8 mitoses per 1 high-power field
(×400). Apoptotic bodies were also identified. A non-brisk
lymphocytic infiltrate surrounded and infiltrated the tumor. We were not able to identify unequivocal vascular or
lymphatic invasion because of the density of tumor infiltration and because of a retraction phenomenon/clefting
artifacts that surrounds groups of tumor cells. Surgical
resection line was free of tumor cells.
On transmission electron microscopy examination
(Figure 3) the tumor cells were polygonal in shape, often with indented nuclei and multiple small nucleoli. We
found very few cytoplasmic dense core granules (most
of the granules were destroyed during preparation of the
tissue for transmission electron microscopy from formalin-fixed deparaffinized tissue) and very few small clear
vesicles, but we managed to confirm the presence of paranuclear aggregates of intermediate filaments and fibrous
bodies.
Our final diagnosis was consistent with primary MCC
of the eyelid, pT2c (II B).
DISCUSSION
MCC is a rare primary malignant neoplasm of the skin.
Eyelids are affected in approximately 5–10% of all MCC
cases, making MCC an ophthalmologic entity as well. Until now, some 90 MCCs of the eyelid have been reported
in the literature [1-30]. Also, primary MCC can be found
in periocular region such as conjunctiva [17], lacrimal
gland [18] and eyebrow [19], or as a metastatic deposit
in the uvea (iris [20], ciliary body [21] and choroid [22]).
Spontaneous regression [23] and orbital invasiveness [19,
24, 29] of primary eyelid MCC have been also described.
MCC of the eyelid has a substantial rate of local recurrence (about one third of these tumors, usually within 1
year) and presence of metastatic spread in a significant
percentage of cases. Almost two thirds of the eyelid MCC
cases give rise to regional lymph node metastases, mostly
within 18 months, and up to a half metastasize systemically, most frequently within 2 years, resulting in death.
Overall, only about 50% of eyelid MCC cases have a localized disease at diagnosis [1-30].
Clinically, MCC of the eyelid is a solitary, painless,
nontender, often protuberant, bulging, characteristically
reddish in color dome-shaped nodule, whose surface is
smooth, frequently shiny, sometimes nodular, very often
with telangiectatic blood vessels, usually with intact over-

lying epidermis, and located near the lid margin, often
causing partial loss of the eyelashes, with relatively rapid
growth [1-30]. Some of the eyelid MCCs have been pedunculated [2, 13], mimicking chalazia [25], giant in size
[26], bilateral [27], synchronous in appearance on both
ipsilateral eyelids [28], cystic [7], associated/synchronous
co-existent with sebaceous gland carcinoma [30], etc.
On light microscopy, three histopathologic patterns
exist (not influenced in prognosis): trabecular (≥75% of
tumor mass), diffuse (small cell; ≥75% of tumor mass), and
intermediate (trabecular and diffuse; trabecular pattern
comprises ≥25% but <75% of tumor mass), with intermediate being the most common [1, 5, 6, 9, 11]. Tumor size,
invasion into tarsal plate tissue, diffuse growth pattern,
heavy tumor lymphocytic infiltration (comprise >2/3 of
tumor mass), angiolymphatic invasion, high tumor vascular density, increased number of mast cells throughout
the tumor, mitotic index greater than 5 mitoses per highpower field were all associated with poor outcome [1, 5,
6, 9, 11, 23]. Eccrine, squamous and leiomyosarcomatous
differentiation has also been reported [1, 11], as well as
epidermotropism. Vascular invasion is an early event in
pathogenesis of MCC [12, 23]. Additional morphological
features or divergent types of differentiation, sometimes
observed in MCC are: epidermotropism, aggregates of
tumor cells at the dermal–epidermal junction, aggregates
of tumor cells producing a pseudorosette appearance,
aggregates of giant or bizarre tumor cells, squamous, eccrine, leiomyomatous, or melanocytic differentiation, entrapment of sweat ducts or glands by tumor cells, tumor
cells within arrector pili muscle, molding of cells as a ballin-mitt arrangement, Azzopardi phenomenon, overlying
changes or other malignant neoplasms/collision lesions
within or adjacent to / co-existent with MCC such as Bowen disease, actinic keratosis, invasive squamous cell carcinoma, basal cell carcinoma, sebaceous gland carcinoma
or sweat gland tumors [1, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12].
Immunohistochemical findings in MCC [1-30] are
unique in that they possess both epithelial and neuroendocrine features. Pan-cytokeratin AE1/AE3, EMA, CAM 5.2,
and Ber-EP4 are expressed by malignant MCC cells. The
very most of reported eyelid MCCs have been CK20 positive in a dot-like perinuclear pattern, and CK7 negative.
A wide range of neuroendocrine markers such as neurofilaments, NSE, chromogranin, synaptophysin, bombesin,
somatostatin, VIP, PGP 9.5 and proconvertases PC1/PC3
and PC2.7 are expressed by MCC cells. Also, MCC may
express CD9, CD37, CD44 (expression with possible but
not yet universally accepted connection with an increased
risk of metastasis), CD56, CD63, CD117, CD151, rarely
CD99 and TdT; however, it is negative for TTF-1 (differentiating between metastatic small cell carcinoma of the lung
which stains positively), neurofilament (differentiating
between metastatic SCCL which stains negatively), S100
and HMB-45 (differentiating between melanoma which
stains positively), and LCA and vimentin (differentiating
between lymphoma which stains positively).
In differential diagnosis [1–30], clinical as well as histopathological, among malignant neoplasms, eyelid lymwww.srp-arh.rs
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phoma and leukemic infiltrate, metastatic eyelid tumors
(especially small cell carcinoma of the lung, neuroblastoma
or carcinoid), and amelanotic cutaneous melanoma are
the three most common entities to exclude. Also, other
primary eyelid cancers such as basal cell carcinoma, sebaceous gland carcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, sweat
gland carcinoma or rhabdomyosarcoma should be considered as well. Among tumor-like and benign neoplasms,
the most common entities to be excluded are vascular lesions, adnexal tumors, cysts, pyogenic granuloma and
chalazion.
As it can be expected, there is no single standard for
eyelid MCC treatment yet [1-30], comparing with treatment modalities of MCC elsewhere. Existing recommendations are a result of individual experience on different
series of patients. The optimal therapy must be tailored for
any given patient. When a diagnosis of MCC is established,
it is necessary to find out a stage of the disease. During
the past 20 years, five different staging systems have been
proposed for MCC, which results in confusion and inconsistency. Practically, there are three stages of the disease:
localized skin disease, regional lymph node disease and
metastatic disease. Unfortunately, the percentage of patients in advanced stages of the disease at a time of the diagnosis is high, between one fourth and more than a half.
Chest radiography, serologic evaluation of liver function
and complete blood count for each patient with established
diagnosis of localized eyelid MCC are suggested. If there is
any abnormality on this evaluation, further investigations
are, of course, necessary.

The current primary treatment of the MCC of the eyelid [1-30] consists of excision with at least 3 mm margins,
with histopathologic confirmation of tumor-free resection
lines. Frozen section assessment, including Mohs surgery,
is appropriate. Adjuvant prophylactic irradiation of the tissues between the tumor and first regional lymphatic nodes
(50–60 Gy in 20–25 fractions) is generally recommended
(except for patients who have small tumors and no evidence of lymphatic or lymph node involvement), because
the MCC is a neoplasm highly sensitive to ionizing radiation therapy. Postoperative radiotherapy for tumor site and
regional lymph nodes has significant importance for local
control of the disease, but no impact on the incidence of
metastatic disease and survival rate.
In conclusion, early diagnosis, staging and adequate
first-line therapy consisting of surgical treatment with
wide local resection of the primary lesion with tumorfree margins are the most important therapeutic steps.
If needed, prophylactic radiotherapy can be an adjuvant
treatment – radiation of the tumor site, and of the regional
lymph nodes area. Local recurrence is treated in the same
way. Sentinel lymph node mapping is a procedure for recognizing micrometastasis in regional lymph nodes. Regional lymph node disease is treated by operation (lymph
node dissection) and radiotherapy and, in selected cases,
by adjuvant chemotherapy. Chemotherapy, a palliative
therapeutic option for patients with metastatic disease, is
similar to that used for patients with small cell carcinoma
of the lung. Meticulous follow-up often involving multidisciplinary team is mandatory to achieve a long-term cure.
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КРАТАК САДРЖАЈ
Увод Карцином Меркелових ћелија (КМЋ) је веома редак
малигни тумор коже капка. Диференцијалнодијагностички
и терапијски представља изазов.
Приказ болесника Ово је први документовани случај при
марног КМЋ капка у Србији.
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Закључак Када се постави дијагноза, неопходно је приме
нити оптималну терапију прилагођену сваком болеснику
понаособ, што је уз пажљиво клиничко праћење болесника
услов да се постигне излечење или дуже преживљавање.
Кључне речи: карцином Меркелових ћелија; капак; хисто
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